A pedestrian tracking system based on high accurate laser scanners is an effective method for understanding the usage of facilityspaces. However, it is difficult to apply them to the practical workplace, since horizontal laser scanners cannot detect workers while they are siting. In this paper, a method for estimating sitting-and-moving behavior and face-to-face communication of workers was proposed by utilizing the concept involving behavior tags to trajectory data. By applying the proposed method to the observation data taken from office-workers behavior survey, we demonstrated the usefulness of the proposed models.
-10
-20 A pedestrian tracking system based on high-precision laser scanners is an efficient method to understand how people utilize the facility-spaces, such as workplaces. By scanning laser in the horizontal direction, we can detect moving the office-workers who are walking around and standing chatting with their co-workers. Being installed at the height of about 140cm to avoid obstacles (e.g.
partitions) in the office, the horizontal laser scanners can only detect workers during standing and walking, but conversely they cannot notice them in sitting postures. To obtain the data of presence status in the office, we need to interpolate the invisible sitting position data. In this paper, we propose the method to detect sitting-and-moving behavior, or seating state, and the face-to-face communications, or conversational interaction state, by utilizing the concept involving interpretation tags to trajectory data.
(1) Modelling of Seating state estimation
Checking the movement of the laser-scanner trajectory data on the animation movie, we notice the edge of trajectory data, which disappears / occurs around a certain seat, mean the behavior of "seated / away" in the seat. In other words, giving the interpretation tags such as "seated to the seat S1 / away from the seat S1 " or "entry from the gate G1/ exit from the gate G2" to the generate / lost points of the trajectory data, we can interpret that trajectory data show a person who entered into the room (from the G1) has been seated (in the S1)
for a while and leave the room (from the G2). Method of providing interpretation tag is represented by solving a combinatorial problem which each Generate and Lost points should be coupled with any combination marker, such as Gate markers and Seat markers placed in the drawing plan. Here, by following the logic of the parameter-free Genetic Algorithm (PfGA), we obtain an appropriate combination pattern converging sufficiently evaluation function of combination: A) contradictory penalty, B) the total bond length and C) the total trajectory time. In addition, by incorporating the process of the manual correction of the absence contradiction errors, we can improve the computational efficiency to avoid the convergence to the local minimum.
(2) Modelling of conversational interaction state Estimation
We propose a model to estimate the conversational interaction state, or two people have a stand talking in the office. We extract face-to-face communication state using 4 variables, such as A) distance, B) speed, C) proximity information and D) Relative position information. After this situation continues for more than 5 seconds, we determine the conversational interaction state.
Finally, the application of the proposed method to the observation data, being acquired from actual office-workers by behavioral survey in two small offices show the following results:
A) The model accuracy of the seating state estimation exceeds approximately 98%.
B) The he model accuracy of the conversational interaction state estimation exceeds approximately 92%.
( Under the conditions of interaction distance：less than 1700mm , interaction time：more than 20seconds ) 
